In this paper, we derive rigorously a classical simpli ed model of ocean circulation, namely the so called homogeneous model of wind driven ocean circulation (see the monograph of J. Pedlosky 19]) and two of its possible boundary layer behavior, namely Munk layers and Stommel layers.
Introduction
This paper is the fourth of a series dedicated to the derivation of some basic and classical equations of Meteorology, following the classical Physics source book of J. Pedlosky 19] . It began by the analysis of inertial waves ( 9] corresponding to 19], Chapter 3), continued by the study of Ekman layers ( 12] , 19] Ch. 4) and the derivation of quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equations ( 5] , 19] Ch. 6). Here we present a mathematical justi cation of a classical equation of Meteorology, which describes the motion of ocean in the presence of wind, as studied in 19], Chapter 5, namely the homogeneous wind driven model of ocean. The substantive \homogenous" refers to the fact that the limit ow is two dimensional, and \wind driven" to the external force which is applied on the free surface of the ocean. In spite of its simplicity, this model catches some of the main features of ocean motion (see the end of Chapter 5 of 19]), like the importance of Ekman layers and Ekman pumping term created by a very small (turbulent) viscosity, the role of bottom topography and the role of the wind. Moreover it is a starting point 1 for further studies, like the western intensi cation of boundary currents 19] and the zoology of Sverdrup relation, Munk and Stommel boundary layers.
Topographical e ects have been thoroughfully studied by D. Levermore, M. Oliver and E. Titi in 15] for the so called \great lake equations " 15] , 16] , where variations of the depth of the ocean are of order of the depth itself (and not small with respect to the averaged depth as in the present case), which is possible since the Rossby number does not go to zero in their model (in fact there is no Coriolis force and no wind, and therefore no boundary layers in their model).
Let (u 1 ; u 2 ) be the two dimensional velocity of the uid, p its pressure.
We want to derive the following system in a domain 2 2 R 2 u 1 = ?@ y p; u 2 = @ x p; = curl (u 1 ; u 2 ) = p; (1) @ t + u 1 @ x + u 2 @ y + y + B = curl + 1
Re ? r 0 2 ; (2) u 1 = u 2 = 0 on @ 2 (3) where B is a given function which describes the bottom topography of the ocean, r 0 and are given scalars, characterizing the Ekman pumping and the ?plane approximation.
Let us make a short analysis of these equations d=dt = @ t + u 1 @ x + u 2 @ y is the transport operator by the two dimensionnal limit ow, d =dt is the transport of the vorticity, dy=dt = u 2 is created by the variation of the Coriolis force with respect to the latitude (under the \ ?plane approximation"), d B =dt = u 1 @ x B + u 2 @ y B is the vorticity created by the nonuniform bottom, curl is the vorticity generated by the wind, =Re is the usual viscous term, ?r 0 =2 is the Ekman pumping term,
2
In the rst section we derive formally these equations, following 19] (we also refer to 3] for a short formal nearby derivation), and in the second section we justify it by constructing approximate solutions and making energy estimates. As the derivation is somehow technical, we postpone the statement of the main result till the second part. In the third and fourth sections we investigate the limit ! +1 of (1, 2, 3) and the associated Munk and Stommel boundary layers which appear along western boundaries. These boundary layers are very used in Meteorology to try to explain the general features of the mean oceanic circulation, as created by the wind. These layers di er from Ekman layers because the viscosity remains constant and does not go to zero, whereas the velocity blows up and go to in nity as the small parameter goes to zero. The last section is devoted to numerical illustrations and to the study of the convergence of solutions to their equilibrium as time goes on.
Derivation of the equations
Let us rst give a formal derivation of (1,2,3).
Navier Stokes equations in a rotating frame
We start with the Navier Stokes equations in a rotating frame, with viscous dissipation represented by F 0 @ t u + (u:r)u + 2~ u = ?rp +g + 1 F 0 u; (4) r:u = 0 (5) where u(t; x; y; z) is the 3?dimensional velocity of the uid,g the gravity force,~ is a constant vector (direction of the rotation, 2~ u being the Coriolis force), is the constant density, F 0 is the turbulent viscosity (to be described later).
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Let r 0 denote the radius of the earth and set z = r ? r 0 . We consider the motion in a bounded domain 3 , in spherical coordinates (r; ; ) 3 = f(z; ; ) j ( ; ) 2 2 ; h B (x; y) z 0g;
where the upper surface of the ocean is assumed to be at at z = 0, h B (x; y) describes the topography of the bottom of the ocean and where 2 is a two dimensional open set. Notice that deviations from a constant gravity eld do not contribute to the limit system, so that we drop the r dependence of g in order to simplify the notations.
In ;r = (x) ;r = (y) u 3 = 0 on z = 0 (12) where ( (x) ; (y) ) is a given stress tensor, describing the wind on the surface of the ocean, a normalized parameter which will be described later, and 
Notice that (12) is a rigid lid approximation, and we assume that the upper surface of the ocean remains at z = 0. This is a drastic, but standard simpli cation, since it is actually a free surface, and a moving interface between air and water, which has its own self consistent motion. The justi cation of (12) starting from a free surface is open (see 15] for works in this direction in the context of the \great lake equation"). From a meteorological point of view however, the simpli cation does not appear to be so dramatic, since in any case the free surface is so turbulent with waves and even foam, that only a modelization is tractable and meaningful. Condition (12) is a simple modelization which already catches most of the physical phenomena (see 7] for other formulas).
Cartesian like coordinates
Let us de ne cartesian like coordinates by x = r 0 cos 0 and y = ( ? 0 )r 0 ; (16) 0 being a typical latitude far enough from the poles and the equator. Observe that @ = r 0 cos 0 @ x ; @ = r 0 @ y ; @ z = @ r : Let us rewrite (6, 7, 8) Writing equations (6, 7, 8) 
Let us emphasize that the order of magnitude of 0 is determined a posteriori from mathematical arguments in the energy proof in section 2. As a matter of fact, it is physically unclear whether 0 actually satis es the scalings (46). Mathematically speaking, A 0 is required to be positive in order to provide global existence of weak solutions for the original Navier-Stokes system (4; 5) (see section 2:1). On the other hand, we want the rescaled friction term (49) The results of this paper hold with this type of viscosity as with the classical viscosity (31). Indeed, even though the viscosity coe cient in front of x;y u 3 is of order " 3 , the proof of 5] or 12] applies since it does not require bounds on (x; y) derivatives of u 3 .
Formal limit
Let us assume that u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and p converge respectively to u 0 1 , u 0 2 , u 0 3 and p 0 . Then using (21,22,23) at order " ?1 or " ?1 ?2 , we get, using (33), (53) As usual in geostrophic ows, the evolution of 0 is determined by the deviation from equilibrium state, at order " ( 19] , 5]). It remains to evaluate u 1 3 at z = 0 and z = ?1. For this we need a detailed analysis of the boundary layers (called Ekman layers), which is performed in the next section. 
? p " V 2 exp(? )(@ x u 0 2 (t; x; y) ? @ y u 0 1 (t; x; y)) sin + cos ; 
Top Ekman layer
The derivation is similar except we use the limit boundary conditions div u = 0; u j@ = 0: (72) Notice that (1; 2; 3) is equivalent to (71; 72) in the case when is simply connected. Indeed under this assumption on , any curl free vector eld is the gradient of a scalar eld on . However, since this section is concerned about formal arguments, we consider (71; 72) as the limit system for general domains. Summing (61) and (66), we get (1,2,3).
Let us make a few comments on the modelized viscosity F 0 u (see (35)).
True geostrophic motions are highly turbulent and involve phenomena at various scales, ranging from a few meters to thousands of kilometers and the spectrum is much too wide to be tractable. Therefore it is usual to modelize the turbulent behaviour and dissipation by changing the classical isotropic viscosity x;y;z , and strenghtening to H and V by several orders of magnitude. Moverover, we can take V H since the high rotation breaks the isotropy of the Navier Stokes equations. Notice also that we completely avoid the di culty of the inviscid limit of the Navier Stokes equations near a boundary (and the related Prandtl equations) since the size of the layer is V and not p V as in Prandtl layers, and V H . It is in fact not so surprising since Prandtl equations and the inviscid limit of Navier Stokes equations near a boundary refer to the possible breakdown of a laminar layer and the apparition of turbulence, which has no object here since we have already modelized turbulence ! V and H are phenomenological constants, which rely on a very poor justi cation. It is however satisfactory to see that the limit equation does not depend on them, except in the relative importance of the wind and of the Ekman pumping term r 0 0 =2.
Justi cation of the derivation
To justify the limiting process, we rst prove existence of global strong solution for the limit system (which is very close to two dimensional Navier Stokes equations). Then we construct approximate solutions (at rst order explicitely) and make an energy estimate on the di erence between true and approximate solutions.
Global weak solutions for the original system
Let us observe that the original system (4; 5) with boundary conditions (10; 11; 12) in 3 and viscous stress tensor de ned in spherical coordinates by (76) so that we conclude by classical compactness arguments. Notice that the assumption that A 0 is positive is essential to recover the classical H 1 bound on u. This is a \ad hoc" mathematical choice that is not jusiti ed from a physical viewpoint.
Strong solutions for the limit system
Let us turn to the proof of existence of global strong solutions for the limit system (71; 72). As previously mentioned, the wind driven system has exactly the same features as the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. We want here to prove )). In order to apply classical regularity theorems on the two dimensional Navier-Stokes evolution problem, we write (71; 72) as follows @ t u + u:ru ? 1 Re u + rp = f; div u = 0; u j@ = 0; and where (t; x; y) is the solution of (21,22,23) with initial data 0 (x; y).
Notice that we assume that the initial data are \well prepared" in the sense that they satisfy the limit conditions (50). If they do not t (50), waves of high speed propagate through the medium (see 9] for instance).
Sketch of the proof
As the energy estimates which follow have already been written in 9] and 12], we will not detail them completely.
The rst step is to construct an approximate solutionũ "
. For this we start from u 0 1 , u 0 2 , u 0 3 = 0 solutions of (21,22,23). Using (58,59) at z = 0 and similar expressions at z = 1, we construct boundary layer pro les u , exactly as in 12]. As it can be deduced from the energy proof for Munk layer (which is a more singular problem), no further details will be given here.
Sverdrup relation and Munk layer
The next step of the analysis of the homogeneous model of the wind driven oceanic circulation is to study lateral boundary layers near shores. This is in fact one of the main interest of this very modelized system to explain an important geophysical feature, namely the western intensi cation of boundary currents. For instance in the Northern Atlantic Ocean a clockwise gyre possesses modest speeds of the order of 1 to 10cm=s except in the intense and narrow Gulf Stream current along Northern America. The current velocity is typically 100cm=s and is width of order 50km. Similar phenomena occur in Paci c Ocean (Kuroshio Current), South Atlantic (Brazil current), o East Africa (Agulhas Current).
Formal limit

Geometrical preliminaries
Let us begin the study of the limit ! +1; r 0 1; Re 1; (t; x; y) given (83) of (21,22,23) in a smooth domain 2 . In order to simplify the geometry, we will assume that 2 is of the form 2 = f W (y) x E (y)g; for y min y y max , with W (y min ) = E (y min ) and W (y max ) = E (y max ), where W and E are given functions of y, smooth on (y min ; y max ). Next, the western and eastern boundaries ? W and ? E are respectively de ned by 
and similarly for z r . Let be a function of (x; y; z l (x; y)). We formally have at the leading order in " Notice that in the boundary layer the northward velocity is of order " ?1 , and hence very large. Its gradient is even larger and of size " ?2 . The behaviour in the layer is therefore very singular (much more singular than in Ekman type boundary layers for instance). In order to control this large term by the viscosity, we will in fact need to keep Re small enough. This limitation is linked to the physically expected behaviour : recirculations problems occur near northern boundaries, which appear to be unstable when Re becomes large (see 19] for the derivation of inertial boundary layers and some numerical simulations). Moreover, in order to avoid problems near northern and southern boundaries (that is near y max or y min ), we are lead to assume that curl vanishes for y max ? y y max and y min y y min + for some > 0 (the size of the boundary layer grows as y approaches y min or y max ), which avoids to make a technical study of the layer near y min and y max . More precisely 
The last term of the right hand side can be absorbed in the viscosity term provided the strength measured by j j L 1 ((0;T) (y min ;ymax)) is small enough compared to Re ?1 .
Stommel layer
In this section, we focus on the case when the e ect of bottom Ekman layer cannot be neglected. Let us de ne " s as follows " s = r 0 2 :
Even though r 0 was taken constant in the previous section, the case when "=" s ! +1 can be treated similarly since bottom friction is negligible everywhere. When "=" s ! 0, we obtain two boundary layers, namely Stommel layer and a frictional sublayer that we want to describe in this section. Again the viscosity will remain constant and does not go to zero, whereas the velocities will increase and are not bounded as " S goes to 0. The purpose of this section is to illustrate Munk layers and in particular to discuss time evolution of \ill prepared initial data", to show propagation of high frequency waves and study their average, following the framework studied in 10], 9]. The freefem program is given in Appendix.
Munk layers
The simulations are ful lled in a disk of radius 5 (freefem can deal with more complicated domains !), using 130 points on the boundary and a domain decomposition in 1391 triangles generated by freefem. The time step is 0:0005 in order to insure long time stability, = 20, = (3y; 0). The wind is so strong that this lead to a nonlinear behaviour. As time goes on, the stream function converges to a limit. We plot in gures 1 ? 4 the level lines of the limit stream function for = 10; 3; 1; 0. In the last case, the viscosity is in fact given by the numerical viscosity, which is of order 0:3 (as measured by studying the di usion of a radial vorticity blob in Navier Stokes equations). The divergence remains very small. Typically, the ratio between the L 2 norm of the divergence and the L 2 norm of the gradient is 0:02 to 0:04, and the ratio between the L 2 norm of r ?1 div (u; v) and the L 2 norm of u and v is of order 0:005. In the following pictures, 100 horizontal units correspond to a time 1:25. The vertical scale corresponds to percents of the L 2 mass of the limit stream function.
These gures clearly show a boundary layer type behaviour on the stream function near the left boundary (we recall that the velocity, linked to the gradient of the stream function, is very large in this region). The solution is not symmetric since the velocity is directed northward in the boundary, and therefore the \eye" is pushed towards the nordwest direction. The size of the boundary layer is clearly limited by the numerical viscosity.
Wave propagation
System (71,72) is very similar to @ t u + (u:r)u ? 1 Re u + rp = yu ? ;
up to the large wind forcing term and to the additionnal topography term. Equation ( presented as a toy model to avoid 3D computations, and the plane was not known to the author at that time).
As ! +1, u(t; x; y) = u l (t; x; y) + L( t)u osc (t; x; y); (143) where u l is the weak limit and u osc (t; x; y) describes high speed waves which propagate through the uid, L(t)v being the solution of @ t w + rq = yw ? ; div w = 0; w(0) = v: Moreover u osc satis es an averaged equation, which generically (in a 1 and a 2 ) reads as @ t u osc ? 1 Re u osc = 0:
(144) An important point is that the equations on u osc and u l are generically decoupled. Though this is not proved for (71,72) and for bounded domains (this could be done combining the methods of 9] and 12]), we will use this description and splitting to interpret the results of the following computation, results which are fully compatible with a splitting like (143).
Namely, the convergence is not monotonic, since waves soon appear, coupling between the large terms and the pressure. The waves are damped by the viscosity. As we start from a zero stream function, the situation is in fact \ill prepared", which naturally leads to high speed waves (see 9] for an analysis in a nearby context). Figure 5 shows the L 2 of the di erence between the stream function and the limit stream function. A horizontal unit corresponds to 25 time steps. We see that when the viscosity is strong enough, no waves appear and the convergence is fast (waves are damped before oscillating). On the contrary, when the viscosity is small, lots of oscillations take place before equilibrium and the convergence is much slower.
It could be interesting to accelerate the convergence to equilibrium(in real oceanographic code, reaching thermohaline equilibrium is somehow long). The rst idea is to lter these waves. Going back to (143) we want to cancel L( t)u osc . For this we notice that (by plotting the L 2 norm of the stream function for instance) the typical period is 20 horizontal units (20 25 time steps or a time 0:25). Averaging over such a time will therefore cancel most The corresponding convergence rate corresponds to the convergence of u l (speed of convergence linked to Re ?1 , see Figure 5 .) which is not accelerated by such a procedure.
Let us describe a more striking experiment. We make 20 25 time steps (in oder to let the solution enter the nonlinear and oscillatory regime). Then we make a Cesaro averaging of the following 20 25 steps and restart (third part) the simulation with this Cesaro average. The result is shown in gure 7. In the third part, the solution is no longer osillatory and the convergence to equilibrium is slow.
This can be explained if we admit (143). Restarting with Cesaro averaging is equivalent to restart with u l only and with an oscillatory part u osc = 0. As the equations on u l and u osc are decoupled, u osc remains very small. Hence 
Remark
Physically, these oscillations correspond to planetary Rossby waves which are created at the east side of the basin, and which propagate through the ocean. This can be clearly seen on the time evolution of the former simulations. It may correspond to periodic variations of the currents observed for instance in Northern Atlantic (see 2] and the references therein).
Acceleration of the convergence of the slow part
As the speed of convergence of u l to its equilibrium and the damping of the waves are proportionnal to Re ?1 , increasing the viscosity accelerates convergence. However it alters the limit state (very sensitive to viscosity since it has a boundary layer type behaviour). So we make viscosity depends on time. We start with Re = 10 and divides it by 2 every 20 25 time steps. This simple manipulation leads to a faster convergence. Roughly the convergence time is divided by two (Figure 8 ). Notice that the waves are damped.
Combining with Cesaro averaging again improve the result by ltering the waves. This leads to almost a factor 3 in speed up ( Figure 9 ). Let us observe that the gain is not signi cant for large times 300 25 time steps and more). The error is then very small and a slow mode (small in amplitude) appears in time dependent vorticity, which is long to disappear.
Size of the boundary layer
The main problem of numerical simulations is of course the boundary layer which is very small and where the velocities are very large. Figure 10 shows the evolution of the typical size of the boundary layer. Remark that it does not go to zero as goes to zero since the viscosity of the numerical scheme is of order 0:1 ? 0:3. Moreover as expected, the size of the boundary layer with = 0 decreases when the number of boundary points increases, going from 1:25 for 50 points on the boundary to 1 for 130. Notice also that the size of the boundary layer is in theory proportionnal to Re 1=3 . Hence, in order to get its size decrease by 2 we need to decrease Re by a factor 8, and the mesh by a factor 64, which is almost impossible, even using mesh adaptativity.
Adaptative mesh simulations
The equilibrium state strongly depends on the viscosity, and in particular on the numerical viscosity. In order to lower the viscosity of the scheme it is tempting to use mesh adaptativity, which is very easy with freefem. Let us set = 0 in the equation (small leads to similar results). The results are completly chaotic and meaningless : they strongly depend on the times when mesh adaptation is ful lled and on their frequencies. Starting with the mesh of (11), the streamlines tend to stabilize, but as soon as the mesh is adapted, the stream function quickly changes and try to stabilize to a completly di erent equilibrium state, and so on. This yields highly varying meshes (see gures 12 and 13) and the ow tends to leave the boundary in the north west. This phenomenon can be explained as follows : rst Figure 11 : Mesh at time t = 0 numerical viscosity stabilizes the ow. Then after adaptation, the mesh size becomes very small in the boundary layer. The local numerical viscosity is then small in the Munk layer. But this layer is known to be unstable at high Reynolds numbers. Hence an instability is created which propagates in the whole domain : the stream function changes rapidly. New waves are created which are damped by the viscosity. The second mesh adaptation leads to a completly di erent mesh which again creates instabilites elsewhere.
Simulations in real geometry
As benchmark of the model and of the program we have run long time simulations of ocean currents in Northern Paci c, following the historical calculations of H.W. Munk 18] , but here in real geometry (see 15) , the wind being given in 18] (see gure 16), and we compare this simulation with observed currents ( gure 14 is taken from 18]).
The agreement with the observations is pretty good : we observe two big gyres, with qualitatively good positions, and similar main characteristics. However if we enter into the details, we observe that the subpolar gyre is too weak and that the Kuroshio leaves the coast at a too high latitude in the numerical simulation. This has led to the study of inertial layers. 
